Unterpremstätten, June 17, 2016

Change Notification CN15-2016
Label Change for TSL26721FN and TMD27723

Dear Customer,

In order to simplify the scanning process for you the date codes will be merged into one barcode and the supplier lot numbers will be merged into one barcode, in case there will be 2 lots on one reel.

This change will apply for reels which include 2 lots only (mixed reels).

Reels which do not contain more than one lot are not affected.

Affected Product(s):

- TMD27723
- TSL26721FN

Implementation Date:

July 2016
Current Label:

On the current label the date codes of Lot1 and Lot2 are printed in two separate fields and barcodes. The lot numbers of Lot1 and Lot2 are also printed in two separate fields and barcodes.

Example of current Label:

(9D) Date Code Lot1: 1620
(9D) Date Code Lot2: 1620
(1T) Supplier Lot No of Lot1: HT61Y.00-05
(2T) Supplier Lot No of Lot2: HT61Y.00-02
New Label:

On the new label the datecode information of Lot1 and Lot2 will be combined in one field and one barcode using "/" as a separator. The lot numbers of Lot1 and Lot2 will be combined in one field and one barcode using "/" as a separator.

Example of new Label:

(9D) Date Code 1405/1405 means: lot1 has DC 1405, lot2 has DC 1405
(1T) Supplier Lot No HNPY8.00-11C/HNPY8.00-12C means lot no for lot1 is HNPY8.00-11C and the lot no for lot2 is HNPY8.00-12C

With best regards,

Reinhard Rogy
ams AG
Manager Technical Operations AOS